What aspects of future rainfall changes matter for crop yields in West Africa?
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Abstract How rainfall arrives, in terms of its frequency, intensity, the timing and duration of rainy season, may have a large influence on rainfed agriculture. However, a thorough assessment of these effects is largely missing. This study combines a new synthetic rainfall model and two independently validated crop models (APSIM and SARRA-H) to assess sorghum yield response to possible shifts in seasonal rainfall characteristics in West Africa. We find that shifts in total rainfall amount primarily drive the rainfall-related crop yield change, with less relevance to intraseasonal rainfall features. However, dry regions (total annual rainfall below 500 mm/yr) have a high sensitivity to rainfall frequency and intensity, and more intense rainfall events have greater benefits for crop yield than more frequent rainfall. Delayed monsoon onset may negatively impact yields. Our study implies that future changes in seasonal rainfall characteristics should be considered in designing specific crop adaptations in West Africa.

1. Introduction

Theory and modeling studies have suggested that the West Africa monsoon region will experience complex and regional-dependent changes in intraseasonal rainfall characteristics under a warming climate [Monerie et al., 2012; Biasutti, 2013]. Long-term observations already depict robust trends in rainfall frequency and intensity, with many parts of Sahel showing a decreased number of rainy days and an increase in rainfall intensity and extreme heavy rainfall events [Lodoun et al., 2013; Panthou et al., 2014]. While it is well known that intraseasonal rainfall characteristics, such as long dry spells after sowing [Sivakumar, 1992], can be important for yield in this region where more than 95% of the agriculture is rainfed, it remains unclear whether the specific rainfall changes projected for the next few decades will exert large effects on the major crops of the region.

Understanding crop responses to possible shifts in intraseasonal rainfall patterns is useful for at least three reasons. First, when designing crop modeling studies to assess impacts of climate changes, it is important to know which aspects of rainfall are essential to include for agricultural planning. For example, previous studies commonly use only changes in seasonal or annual aggregated total rainfall [e.g., Sultan et al., 2013], a simplification that can facilitate more rapid assessments with multiple crop models [e.g., Ruane et al., 2014] but may miss some critical impacts associated with, for instance, intraseasonal dry spells. Second, if certain aspects of rainfall are particularly important to crops, this knowledge can inform the design of adaptation strategies within agriculture. For example, if increased intensity is especially damaging, adaptations might focus on rainwater harvesting. Third, if the intensity, frequency, and/or seasonality of rainfall are important for crops, this knowledge could help prioritize climate research needs toward reducing uncertainties in simulating those aspects that are most relevant.

The idea that intraseasonal rainfall characteristics are important for crop modeling is not new, but previous work mostly focused on how the errors in these rainfall features in climate data sets propagate into crop simulations. Typical gridded climate data, from satellite retrievals, reanalysis, or climate model outputs, usually suffer from too much drizzle and a large bias in rainfall frequency (up to 100%) [Baron et al., 2005; Berg et al., 2010; Ramarohetra et al., 2013], which can subsequently bias simulated crop yield. Though the absolute magnitudes of rainfall characteristics simulated by climate models may have their biases [Crétat et al., 2013], the simulated relative change in intraseasonal rainfall characteristics under various climate change scenarios could be more reliable and indeed it is our best guidance for projecting future changes [Glotter et al., 2014]. The projected changes of intraseasonal rainfall characteristics in Africa from historical
and RCP8.5 scenario simulations from 16 models (see Appendix A) from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012a] are shown in Figure 1. We adopt the approach detailed in section 2.3 (also see the supporting information for how to derive "rainy season length") to analyze projected changes in rainfall characteristics between the periods 1961–1990 and 2061–2090 (individual model patterns can be found in Figure S10 in the supporting information). Focusing on West Africa (box in Figure 1), we have the following findings: (i) an overall rainy season delay in the whole region (significant delay in both start and end of rainy season and insignificant changes in total rainy season length; “significant” means that 70% of all the models show the same sign of changes), consistent with previous findings [Biasutti and Sobel, 2009; Biasutti, 2013]; (ii) an overall increase in rainfall intensity (0–15%) and an overall decrease of rainfall frequency (0–20%) across nearly the whole region; and (iii) a dipole pattern in the projected mean annual precipitation (MAP) change; i.e., the east part of West Africa has an increase in MAP attributing to a large increase in rainfall intensity as well as a slight increase of rainy season length, and the west part of West Africa exhibits decreased MAP mostly due to the decrease of rainfall frequency.

In this paper, we design a new stochastic rainfall model to synthetically generate different rainfall change scenarios that are relevant to the projected rainfall changes in CMIP5 (Figure 1) at the 35 stations spanning West Africa. We then use these synthetic climate variables to drive two regionally calibrated and validated crop models to understand how different aspects of intraseasonal rainfall variability affect the yield of sorghum, one of the main staple crops in the Sudanian and Sahelian savannas of West Africa. We employ two crop models to reduce the model-dependent uncertainty and increase the robustness of the simulation results. To separate rainfall effects from other important factors, we use the historical-level temperatures and atmospheric CO₂ concentrations. Our results are not sensitive to this choice: we conducted additional simulations, using a higher relative humidity of 0.7 and a temperature of 27 °C, and the results were not significantly different. These findings can be used to evaluate the potential impact of different climate scenarios on crop yields in West Africa.
temperature (e.g., +2°C) or higher CO2 concentrations (up to 530 ppm) to mimic the near-term (i.e., the next 20–50 years) climate change scenarios, and found no qualitative changes in results (Figure S9). This assures that the interactions between the changes of intraseasonal rainfall characteristics and temperature or CO2 concentrations have little impact on our conclusions related to yield responses to intraseasonal rainfall characteristics. We also assess the responses of two sorghum cultivars, representing traditional and modern types which mainly differ in their photoperiod sensitivity (thus the growing length) and potential yields [Sultan et al., 2014].

2. Methods

2.1. Study Area and Meteorological Station Data

Our study area covers West Africa, which is an important food production area in Africa, spanning from 18°W to 5°W in longitude and 10°N to 18°N in latitude (highlighted in dashed black box in Figure 1). We focus on 35 sites where daily meteorological observations have been compiled by the AGRHYMET Regional Center and National Meteorological Agencies for the 1961–1990 period. Daily rainfall, solar radiation, surface wind speed, humidity, and temperature were measured. These 35 sites span the whole region and cover a wide range of annual total rainfall from 250 mm/yr to 2100 mm/yr (Figure S1).

2.2. Two Crop Models and Two Major Cultivars

We employ two different crop models in this study to simulate sorghum yields: SARRA-H (version 3.2) [Kouressy et al., 2008] and APSIM (version 7.5) [Hammer et al., 2010], both of which have been calibrated with the same field trial data [Dingkuhn et al., 2008; Traoré et al., 2011] and have been tested against regional crop statistics [Sultan et al., 2014]. Both models incorporate processes of soil water balance, plant carbon assimilation, and biomass partitioning. One major distinction between the two crop models is that APSIM can simulate nitrogen stress on crop production. Though both models include mechanisms to simulate photoperiod sensitivity of crop growth, their approaches differ [Dingkuhn et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2009], which may induce different responses to the shifts of rainy season. Detailed overviews of the two models and a description of soil parameters used can be found in Sultan et al. [2014].

Because the importance of intraseasonal rainfall characteristics could vary depending on the growth patterns of different crop cultivars, we simulate two well-known local sorghum cultivars in our study. The traditional cultivar has moderate to strong photoperiod sensitivity [Kouressy et al., 2008] and a longer crop cycle length (~150 days from sowing to maturity) but smaller average yields. The modern cultivar is an early-maturing, short-duration (~95 days from sowing to maturity), and photoperiod-insensitive crop selected to maximize the mean yield under optimal fertility conditions. On-farm surveys in West Africa [Traoré et al., 2011] indicate that a large majority of farmers in West African countries use the traditional cultivar, with a small fraction of farmers having adopted the modern cultivar.

2.3. Stochastic Rainfall Model and Weather Generator

To quantify crop yield responses to seasonal rainfall variability, we first design a new stochastic rainfall model based on Guan et al. [2014a] but adding explicit time-varying parameters of rainfall frequency and rainfall intensity, which implicitly include the phase and length information of rainy season. In the approach of Guan et al. [2014a], a daily rainfall time series for a continuous period is simulated as a marked Poisson process [Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999]. The arrival of rainfall events is a Poisson process; i.e., the distribution of time \( t \) between rainfall events is exponential with mean \( 1/\alpha \), and \( \alpha \) is estimated as the mean of rainfall frequency (events/day): \( f_i(\tau) = \lambda e^{-\alpha \tau}, \) for \( \tau \geq 0 \) (with \( \tau \) as dummy variable). The depth of rainfall events is exponentially distributed with mean \( \lambda \), and \( \alpha \) is estimated as the mean of rainfall depth only from the rainy days (mm/event): \( f_i(h) = \frac{1}{h} e^{\frac{-h}{\lambda}}, \) for \( h \geq 0 \) (with \( h \) as the dummy variable). A rainy day is defined when total daily rainfall is more than 0 mm/d, and we consider one rainy day as one rainfall event (i.e., there is no consideration of subdaily rainfall events, which is consistent with the time step of crop model input). Thus, the cumulative total rainfall for a certain period \( \tau \) has the mean of \( \lambda e^{\alpha \tau} \) (mm), with subscript \( i \) referring to a specific period.

To capture seasonal variations in both rainfall frequency and intensity, we estimate \( \lambda \) and \( \alpha \) for each day of the year (DOY, DOY = 1–365) centered at a moving window of 21 days (10 days at each side) from the whole historical rainfall periods. That is, we join all rainfall records within this DOY window period and treat the
newly formed rainfall sequence as a statistically homogeneous time series, from which we estimate the corresponding \( \lambda \) and \( \alpha \) for this DOY period. Figure S2 shows an example of derived rainfall frequency and intensity from a 30-year daily rainfall record from a site in West Africa. Based on the above definition, we do not need to explicitly estimate rainy season length, as the time-varying rainfall frequency and intensity have implicitly included the seasonal magnitude and phase information.

We then use the mean of the estimated daily \( \lambda \) and \( \alpha \) for this period (here 20 days as an interval) to represent the aggregated rainfall characteristics and use the marked Poisson process to generate synthetic rainfall time series. We repeat this step for each 20-day interval from the first day to the last day of the year. Our rainfall model can well capture both the total amount (slope = 0.99, \( R^2 = 0.997, p < 10^{-5} \)) and seasonal variation (slope = 0.82, \( R^2 = 0.975, p < 10^{-5} \)) for rainy seasons across the 35 sites in our study area (Figure S3). We focus on the seasonal-scale rainfall rather than interannual variation, as the focus of this study is related to crop yield response to intraseasonal rainfall variation. It is worth noting that our rainfall model has a light underestimation in seasonal variation, mostly due to the assumption of stochastic distribution of rainfall intensity. We chose an exponential distribution here [Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999], which may not be able to simulate very heavy rainfall events (due to the thin tail of exponential distribution). Using more heavy-tail distributions can solve this issue, though we do not expect a significant difference in our results, as the current approach captures the majority (82%) of the rainy season rainfall variability.

Uncertainties of estimated \( \lambda \) are small (<5%) and well constrained across the whole year (Figure S2). Uncertainties of estimated \( \alpha \) are small during the rainy season and only become large during dry season due to too few samples in these periods. We thus force dry season \( \alpha \) to be zero (the “dry season” is defined in the supporting information).

The setup of our rainfall model makes it easy to manipulate intraseasonal rainfall characteristics. Rainfall frequency or intensity changes are realized by multiplying the baseline values with a scaling factor. To change rainy season length, we first derive the center of the rainy season based on the concept of Markham [1970] (see supporting information) and then proportionally extend or shrink the baseline rainfall frequency and intensity from the center of rainy season to the two ends of the rainy season. After the extension (e.g., 1 year rainfall record after 10% extension in length would yield a time series of 365 \times 1.1 = 402 days), we simply truncate these parts that exceed the length of a year at the two sides. Similarly, after a shrinkage, we fill zero values on both sides, assuming that the dry season has no rainfall events. By doing so, we are able to lengthen or shorten the rainy season length and meanwhile preserve the seasonal pattern of rainfall frequency and intensity. To shift the rainy season (e.g., delay or advance), we move the rainfall frequency and intensity forward or backward and do the same truncation and zero filling as before.

After generating the rainfall time series, to preserve the covariance between rainfall and other climate variables, we conditionally resample other climate variables from the historical climate record. In particular, for a specific DOY, we search the historical record within 10 days of the targeted DOY and look for the date whose rainfall record best matches the synthetic rainfall amount in terms of the smallest absolute difference. If there is more than one suitable sample in the historical pool, we randomly choose one. Then we take all climate variables except rainfall of that chosen day to complete the synthetic weather record. To further account for the uncertainties arising from our stochastic rainfall model and the weather resampling approach, we also generate multiple realizations of rainfall and the corresponding climate forcing for each specific type of rainfall change (see details in section 2.4).

The simulated crop yields from both APSIM and SARRA-H forced by historical climate observation and forced by our synthetically generated climate based on the derived historical rainfall characteristics are highly consistent (Figure S4). The latter simulation is also called the “baseline” run.

### 2.4. Experiments Design and Implementation

Based on the projected rainfall changes (Figure 1), we design the three following experiments using the framework of our stochastic rainfall model (i.e., seasonal total rainfall = \( \lambda \times \alpha \times \tau \), where \( \lambda \) is rainfall frequency, \( \alpha \) is rainfall intensity, and \( \tau \) is rainy season length):

Experiment (1): Total annual rainfall changed by ±10%, by varying only one of the three rainfall characteristics (i.e., \( \lambda, \alpha \), or \( \tau \)).
Experiment (2): We fix total annual rainfall but vary ±30% of rainfall frequency with corresponding change in rainfall intensity to keep the total annual rainfall the same.

Experiment (3): Without changing total annual rainfall, we delay the phase of rainy season by 10% of its original season length.

Experiment (1) mainly tests whether crop yields are sensitive to different realizations for the same change in total annual rainfall amount. The range of change used in Experiment (1) (i.e., ±10%) is based on the ensemble projections from the CMIP5 models (Figure 1). Experiment (2) further studies the relative importance of rainfall frequency and intensity change under a fixed annual rainfall total. We choose ±30% of rainfall frequency because this is the upper bound of future climate projections (Figure 1), and such variations in rainfall intensity have also been observed in the study region during the period of 1970 to 2000 [Lodoun et al., 2013]. We also checked the results of only varying ±10% or ±20%, and we find similar patterns but with smaller magnitude. Experiment (3) addresses yield responses to rainy season delays of a magnitude which is anticipated in West Africa (Figure 1).

Since the synthetic weather generator is based on a stochastic process, for each simulation we generate 15 ensembles to drive two crop models and use the ensemble mean of crop-simulated yields for the analysis. The ensemble number is set as 15 as more ensembles start to reach a plateau in marginal benefit (Figure S5). Two models have similar sowing rules, and both are based on the rainfall amount and soil moisture status at the beginning of the rainy season [Sultan et al., 2014]. Thus, sowing date mostly follows the trend of rainy season onset. We fix the atmospheric CO₂ concentration to be 350 ppm for all the simulations. For APSIM we only show the results with a fertilizer rate of 50 kg/ha. Simulations with a low fertilizer rate of 10 kg/ha show very similar responses to changes in rainfall characteristics.

Figure 2. Relative yield change (normalized by the simulated yield in the baseline runs) to the change in total annual rainfall (+10% -- [-10%], Experiment (1)), which is realized through the changes in rainfall frequency, rainfall intensity, and rainy season length. Each point corresponds to the results from a station. The y axis means that if there is a 1% change in total rainfall, it would lead to 1% × relative yield change (y axis value) of the crop yield. The dashed lines are the robust Lowess fits for the results. The insets show the averaged pattern of all 35 sites for the three scenarios, with median (red line) and 25% and 75% quantiles (as the lower and upper bounds) indicated.
3. Results

The results of Experiment (1) reveal that crop yield response to a change in MAP is primarily a function of the baseline total annual rainfall, with relatively small sensitivity to what rainfall characteristic was changed to achieve the MAP change (Figure 2). Both crop models show consistent patterns: simulated yields respond alike to the same percentage change in rainfall frequency, rainfall intensity, and rainy season length for a given cultivar. The yield-MAP fitted curves by robust Lowess fits for the three rainfall characteristics have a similar trend: simulated yields have larger relative change at low MAP and become less sensitive at higher MAP. It is worth noting that the patterns shown in Figure 1 is 1~4 times larger than the uncertainties of the ensemble simulation for baseline condition (Figure S6), meaning that the detected signal is robust.

Although responses to changes in the three rainfall characteristics are broadly similar, some differences are apparent at both high and low MAP. At very high MAP (>1500 mm), APSIM yields decrease with higher frequency or intensity, though SARRA-H shows little yield response. This unique response of APSIM is related to its nitrogen sensitivity, which is not considered in SARRA-H. At high MAP, additional rainfall increases nitrogen leaching and results in elevated nitrogen stress. APSIM captures this response in its measure of the ratio of nitrogen supply to plant demand (“nitrogenSD”), which increases by ~30% for the two highest MAP sites at a higher frequency or intensity case.

At low MAP, both models indicate that yields benefit more from increases in intensity than in frequency or rainy season length (Figure 2). This is confirmed in Experiment (2), where we fix the MAP but vary rainfall frequency and intensity simultaneously (Figure 3, top row). At low MAP (below ~600 mm/yr in APSIM or below ~500 mm/yr in SARRA-H), corresponding to the semiarid conditions of the northern Sahel, higher rainfall frequency leads to a lower crop yield (~80%–0%). This negative difference becomes smaller with increased MAP, and beyond 600 mm/yr in APSIM (or 500 mm/yr in SARRA-H), higher frequency starts to have comparable or slightly better effects than the same percentage increase in intensity.
The above results can be largely explained by the simulated hydrological fluxes from the two models (Figure 3, bottom row). With increased rainfall frequency and correspondingly reduced intensity (i.e., Experiment (2)), simulated evapotranspiration (ET) increases overall because of reduced runoff. However, at low MAP, it is only the evaporation ($E$, from both canopy interception and shallow soil moisture) that increases, reducing soil moisture supply that can be used by crops. Crop transpiration ($T$) is reduced accordingly, limiting plant photosynthesis and growth. Thus, higher frequency (and meanwhile lower intensity) of rainfall reduces yield when MAP is below 600 mm/yr in APSIM (below 500 mm/yr for SARRA-H).

Differences between the responses of traditional and modern cultivars are similar across both models. For all but the lowest MAP, the traditional cultivars have higher yield increases under the same increase of rainy season length than the modern cultivar (blue points and lines in Figure 2). Under an increased rainy season length (i.e., advanced onset and delayed end of rainy season), both cultivars are sown earlier in the models. However, the modern cultivar has a short growth cycle and weak photoperiod sensitivity; thus, it correspondingly matures earlier, leading to an overall advanced growing cycle with little change in its total growth length. In contrast, the traditional photoperiod-sensitive cultivar matures at the similar time as before and have a longer growth cycle, and thus can better take the advantage of the increased rainy season length and increased total rainfall amount.

Finally, we focus on the yield response to a delayed rainy season (10% of the rainy season length at each site, Experiment (3)). The consistent pattern is that both models show a yield decrease in this scenario. Meanwhile, two models simulate different sensitivities between cultivars: in APSIM, traditional cultivars are the worst affected, while in SARRA-H the modern cultivars show the largest decrease in yield. These distinct behaviors are due to differences in the model parameterization of sorghum’s photoperiod sensitivity. Sorghum is a short-day plant; i.e., it develops more rapidly on short days [Major, 1980], and this photoperiod sensitivity usually occurs prior to floral initiation [Alagarswamy et al., 1998]. APSIM adopts a linear relationship between plant thermal requirements (i.e., growing degree day, GDD) and day length [Kumar et al., 2009] and uses field phenology observation to calibrate the parameters. A delayed rainy season leads to a corresponding delay in sowing and thus also, for all early-sowing sites, shift the plant’s growth period into a time of year with longer days (Figure S7). This causes an increase of the GDD thermal requirement and a lengthening of the growth cycle.

**Figure 4.** (a and b) Growing season length change for Experiment (3), i.e., 10% delay of rainy season – baseline run, and (c) corresponding yield change in two models and two cultivars.
cycle. The growth of traditional cultivars lengthens the most, due to a stronger photoperiod sensitivity (simulated as a larger slope for the GDD-day length relationship). The longer growth cycle generally causes a yield loss in APSIM, mostly because a further extension of the growth cycle may lead to more water stress for the plants that are still growing after the end of the rainy season. This is illustrated by the simulated water stress ("waterSD," Figure S8), which is highly correlated with the yield changes in APSIM. SARRA-H adopts a more complex algorithm to parameterize the photoperiod sensitivity, which includes both the day length and the crop’s existing thermal history, yet the parameterization depends on calibration to existing varieties [Dingkuhn et al., 2008]. In our hypothetical scenario of a delayed rainy season, APSIM dynamically adapts to different regions by changing the latitude-dependent day length, while SARRA-H has no appropriate data to calibrate the effects of different day lengths. Thus, SARRA-H simulates smaller variations in growing length in links with latitude change, i.e., a nearly fixed maturity date for all sites in the current study. Therefore, in SARRA-H, a delayed rainy season for the traditional cultivar would not change the total rainfall that crops receive during their growing cycle (the harvest time in SARRA-H is usually later than the end of rainy season), which leads to little change in yield (Figure 4b). The reason for a yield loss of modern varieties under a delayed rainy season remains less clear, and it is less relevant due to the limited calibration in SARRA-H for the scenario of a delayed rainy season. Given the difference between the cultivars in two models, it is worth emphasizing a robust pattern: across all these situations, yield loss happens after a delay of rainy season.

4. Discussion

Our results from Experiment (1) generally provide a justification for focusing on seasonal total rainfall as a first-order predictor to assess rainfall impacts on yields. Simulations from both crop models confirm that different intraseasonal rainfall characteristics, within a plausible range based on climate model projections, have relatively smaller impacts. This contrasts somewhat with the reported large impacts of rainfall frequency by Berg et al. [2010], which compared simulations using raw gridded daily climate products versus data that had been corrected to have realistic rainfall frequencies. The main distinction is that our experiment varies rainfall frequency over a relatively narrow range intended to be consistent with future climate projections (±10% change of the climatological range), whereas Berg et al. [2010] varied rainfall frequency up to 100%. Thus, although it is important to not have completely unrealistic rainfall frequencies (as many climate model simulations have), fairly small changes over the next few decades are unlikely to matter much, except at the very dry sites (with MAP below 500–600 mm/yr, which is discussed below).

One unexpected result from Experiment (1) is that crops have a much smaller response in yield to an increased rainy season length than natural savanna ecosystems [Guan et al., 2014a, 2014b]. This difference mainly arises from different phenological controls between natural grasslands and crops. The growing period of the former is mostly determined by rainy season; thus, a lengthening of the rainy season translates to a longer growing season and higher productivity. Instead, the phenology of crops follows accumulative thermal conditions and photoperiods, and their growing length has less dependency on the rainy season length. This finding may also have some important implications for other dryland agriculture, such as those in the southern part of the African continent, where future climate projections show a robust rainy season shortening (Figure 1). Whether those drylands have similar responses to the rainy season length change is worth further investigation but is beyond the scope of the current study.

Despite the first-order importance of aggregated rainfall amount, our study from Experiment (2) identifies a secondary importance of rainfall frequency and intensity at MAP below 600 mm/yr (for APSIM and 500 mm/yr for SARRA-H). More frequent rainy days were traditionally thought to be beneficial for plant growth [e.g., Good and Caylor, 2011]. However, in West Africa, low MAP usually corresponds to low rainfall frequency [Guan et al., 2014a]. Both crop models simulate runoff based on the saturation-excess mechanism, which essentially treats the soil column as a bucket: when the water storage capacity of the soil is met, runoff ensues. This approximation is reasonable considering that the infiltration-excess mechanism for runoff can be ignored at the daily timescale that is used for both crop models. Our results show that further increasing frequency at low MAP leads to less penetration of rainfall into deep soil layers and more evaporation from both shallow soil layer and canopy interception, thus reducing the available soil moisture for plant water use and causing crop yield loss. Therefore, the benefits of reduced runoff are apparently outweighed by the costs of higher evaporation. The benefits of more frequent rainfall only emerge when MAP is larger than


600 mm/yr (for APSIM and 500 mm/yr for SARRA-H) in our study, consistent with many previous findings [Thomey et al., 2011; Guan et al., 2014a]; by then the increased rainfall frequency would effectively reduce the intervals between low soil moisture states, thus reducing plant water stress [Porporato et al., 2004]. We thus conclude that the projected increase of rainfall intensity in West Africa (Figure 1) has a potential benefit for crop yields at drier sites. It is worth noting that our results are dependent on the model structure. In particular, the two crop models only simulate saturation-excess runoff at the daily scale and could not simulate infiltration-excess runoff, which may be important at the subdaily or hourly scale [Dingman, 2008]. Both models also do not explicitly simulate the groundwater dynamics, which for our study area is a reasonable assumption as the groundwater table is usually much deeper than crop roots in this area [Fan et al., 2013]; there is no major aquifer system in West Africa [Taylor et al., 2012b], and few pumping irrigation systems have been adopted for low-value sorghum production [MacDonald et al., 2012]. Different parameterizations of hydrological processes may lead to inconsistent results, and thus, we recommend that future studies evaluate these types of effects in semiarid environments like West Africa.

The effect of a 10% delay of rainy season (Experiment (3)) is a yield loss for all cultivars, but whether modern or traditional varieties are more susceptible is less clear, due to the different parameterizations for photoperiod sensitivity in the two models. Because that SARRA-H only uses one photoperiodic variety in West Africa while APSIM adopts a latitude-dependent photoperiod parameterization, we are more confident in the APSIM-simulated yield responses to the delay of rainy season: a relatively small response for the modern cultivar due to its weak photoperiod sensitivity but a significant yield decrease (i.e., −10%) for the traditional cultivar due to elevated water stress at the end of rainy season. This yield change in most dry sites is similar in magnitude to yield changes caused by ±10% change in other rainfall characteristics (i.e., rainfall frequency, intensity, and length). This demonstrates that rainy season delay, or rainy season phase shifts, in general, may have a non-negligible impact on crop yield. When combining this change with a warming temperature (which shortens growth cycle), a delayed rainy season may result in a more complex change [Sultan et al., 2014] (also see Figure S9 in the supporting information).

5. Conclusion

Our study provides a comprehensive assessment of how different seasonal-scale rainfall characteristics affect sorghum yields in West Africa, by combining a new synthetic rainfall model and two independently validated crop models. Overall, our results support the idea that the influence of rainfall on crop yield is primarily dictated by the total rainfall amount during the rainy season. However, dry regions also have a large sensitivity to specific intraseasonal rainfall characteristics, with more drizzle (i.e., more frequent but less intense rainfall) leading to a yield loss. Only when MAP is higher than 600 mm/yr (for APSIM and 500 mm/yr for SARRA-H) does more frequent rainfall bring benefits to crop yield. A delayed rainy season, in general, leads to a yield loss for most dry sites in West Africa. Overall, we believe that our results have important implications for the design of future climate impact studies for rainfed agriculture and also provide information relevant for designing specific crop adaptations in West Africa.

Appendix A

The 16 models used in Figure 1 are the following: CCSM4, CMCC-CMS, CNRM-CM5, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR, MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-M, and bcc-csm1-1.
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